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Wisdom of Souls
Do you believe in reincarnation? For a growing number of people,
reincarnation is a sensible philosophical understanding that is seen
in many metaphysical, spiritual, and psychological practices—and even
experienced in actual personal past-life memories. The proof is in the
experience. With the straightforward guidance in this small e-book,
you can recall your own past lives. In doing so, you can resolve
residual conflicts in your current life, improve your health, regain
lost knowledge and skills, and develop a more comprehensive
understanding of what your life is really all about. What is the
prevailing belief today? A 2009 study by the Pew Forum reports that
24% of Americans overall, and 22% of Christians and 28% of Catholics
say they believe in reincarnation. However, AllAboutSpirituality.org
reported in May 2011 that nearly 60% of Americans believe
reincarnation is possible. It’s important to realize that
reincarnation is not necessarily a religious belief. You have lived
before, you will live again, and you will continue to grow into the
greater being that you are meant to be. Remembering Past Lives will
help you awaken to the incredible journey of spiritual growth and
psychic empowerment that opens before you now.

Destiny of Souls
Dr. Michael Newton is world-famous for his spiritual regression
techniques that take hypnotic subjects back to their time in the
spirit world. His two best-selling books of client case studies,
Journey of Souls and Destiny of Souls, have left thousands of readers
eager to discover their own afterlife adventures, their soul
companions and guides, and their purpose in this lifetime. Now, for
the first time in print, Dr. Newton reveals his step-by-step methods.
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His experiential approach to the spiritual realms sheds light on the
age-old questions of who we are, where we came from, and why we are
here. This groundbreaking guidebook, designed for both hypnosis
professionals and the general public, completes the afterlife trilogy
by Dr. Newton.

Vagabond Souls
A prominent area activist and his wife are murdered in a grizzly and
horrific manner. A white supremacist named Jacob Shepherd, also known
as Bull, is accused of committing this race based killing. Now RJ must
race against clock to prove that Bull is being framed, when the
primary rule of any assassination conspiracy is, kill the assassin and
his lawyer. From the RJ Davis case files. Houston area Attorney RJ
Davis becomes embroiled in a struggle between Scylla and Charybdis and
the two shades of gray. The War on Terror is in full rage, and the
policies of Extraordinary Rendition, Enhanced Interrogation and
Domestic Surveillance have become the preferred method for U.S.
intelligence gathering. The ugly scab of the spy business reveals
itself as RJ's investigator, his Aunt Peaches, confronts an old C.I.A.
contact from her time in U.S. Army C.I.D. A web of lies and intrigue
engulfs both RJ and Peaches as they battle the full weight of the
intelligence apparatus gathered against them. The streets become
explosive as an intelligence war is fought in the shadow of Houston's
skyline and in the courtrooms. As the body count rises, RJ's family
becomes a direct casualty. Now the War on Terror will be waged in the
streets of Texas.

Loss, Survive, Thrive
Learn the latest details and most recent groundbreaking discoveries
that reveal, for the first time, the mystery of life in the spirit
world after death on Earth?proof that our consciousness survives?in
Journey of Souls by Michael Newton, Ph.D. Using a special hypnosis
technique to reach the hidden memories of subjects, Dr. Newton
discovered some amazing insights into what happens to us between
lives. Journey of Souls is the record of 29 people who recalled their
experiences between physical deaths. Through their extraordinary
stories, you will learn specifics about: ·How it feels to die ·What
you see and feel right after death ·The truth about "spiritual guides"
·What happens to "disturbed" souls ·Why you are assigned to certain
soul groups in the spirit world and what you do there · How you choose
another body to return to Earth ·The different levels of souls:
beginning, intermediate, and advanced ·When and where you first learn
to recognize soulmates on Earth ·The purpose of life Journey of Souls
is a graphic record or "travel log" by these people of what happens
between lives on Earth. They give specific details as they movingly
describe their astounding experiences. After reading Journey of Souls,
you will gain a better understanding of the immortality of the human
soul. You will meet day-to-day challenges with a greater sense of
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purpose. You will begin to understand the reasons behind events in
your own life. Journey of Souls is a life-changing book. Already, over
165,000 people have taken Journey of Souls to heart, giving them hope
in trying times. You should read a copy, too.

What's Alive in Me Now?
There's a witch hunt underway in Destiny, Florida, and the truth is
bound to get trampled underfootbecause sometimes the facts lie.
Joanna's preconceptions about "church people" are in for a radical
overhaul when Jason and his rambunctious crew of teenagers descend on
her little country village in hurricane-ravaged Jamaica, bent on
restoring not only her Nana's roofless cottage, but Joanna's faith in
God. Drawn to the intriguing young daydreamer so out of sync with her
environment, Jason dreads leaving her behind. So when a door
miraculously opens for her in his hometown of Destiny, he helps her
muster the courage to walk through itand into a carefully laid trap
certain to pit them against each other. An orphaned heart yearning for
its roots. Political operatives determined to unearth them. A man and
his faith, caught in between. At a point south of Destiny, their paths
all collideand send shock waves rippling from Destiny to D.C. and
beyond.

The Soul's Mark: Found
En Destino de las almas, 67 personas recuerdan sus vidas pasadas a
través de la ayuda del Dr. Newton y sus increíbles hallazgos en el
campo de la hipnoterapia espiritual. Basado en su trabajo como pionero
en el tema de la vida después de la muerte, este libro se ha escrito
tanto para los que desean aventurarse por primera vez en el tema como
para los lectores del primer best seller del mismo Dr. Newton, Journey
of Souls. Explore el significado detrás de sus propias memorias
espirituales mientras lee las historias de gente en profundo trance
hipnótico y descubra detalles fascinantes a cerca de: Nuestro
propósito en la tierra Los lugares a los que las almas van después de
la muerte Las formas que usan los espíritus para contactar y confortar
a los vivos Los guías espirituales y el comité de seres que nos
entrevistan después de cada vida Quién es un alma compañera y las
conexiones entre grupos de almas y las familias humanas Porqué
escogemos ciertos cuerpos ENGLISH DESCRIPTION In Destiny of Souls, 67
people remember their past lives through the help of Dr. Newton and
his incredible findings in the field of spiritual hypnotherapy. Based
on his work as a pioneer in the subject of life after death, this book
has been written both for those who wish to venture for the first time
on the subject and for readers of the first bestseller of the same Dr.
Newton, Journey of Souls. Explore the meaning behind your own
spiritual memories while reading the stories of people in deep
hypnotic trance and discover fascinating details about: Our purpose on
earth The places where souls go after death The forms that use the
spirits to contact and comfort the living The spirit guides and
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committees that interview us after each life Who is a soul mate and
connections between groups of human souls and families Why we choose
certain bodies

Pawprints Through My Life
Energy, Spirit and Homosexuality
Contemporary Authors
One minute he'd been Michael Williams, six foot four, short cut brown
hair and unassuming brown eyes. The next minute he'd found himself in
a vast boundless void of light and space with no point of reference.
It was immensely peaceful with a sense of oneness and connectedness
with everything . Then he was spat out the other side, confronted by a
woman with sea-green eyes and hair the color of softly spun gold that
flowed down her back. Horror stills Michael to the core as he realizes
that he has travelled not just through space but time as well and this
wondrous woman is destined to fight to save his planet from an
invasion of aliens from the lower dimensions. Only trouble is she's
going to be on the losing side. Kiana's a warrior and her kind don't
interfere with free will or destiny." "If I must face what I must face
tomorrow though, I have something to ask of you. It may even be the
reason you came.” God help him, he thought he’d sell his soul if she
wanted it. “Ask away. If there is anything I can do it would make me
feel a bit less damn helpless right at this moment.” Kiana didn’t
hesitate. If tomorrow was her doom then she wanted her moment with
this amazing man. “Mate me.” Around midnight her sixth sense woke
Sarah. Looking up amongst the stars she saw a strange and wondrous
sight. A real UFO was coming into land due south of her position. It
was unlike any aircraft she had ever seen. It was only because of her
keen sight that she was able to make out its almost circular shape.
There were no obvious portals or windows. Its mirror like surface
sparkled like a myriad of diamonds. It wasn’t in any stealth mode. It
hovered over the land for a moment and then seemingly disappeared
straight into the earth. Her curiosity got the better of her. She
banked her fire, gathered up her spear and her few belongings and
headed off in the direction of the UFO.

South of Destiny
Your practical guides to SharePoint 2010 planning, deployment, and
administration Get your business collaboration platform up and running
smoothly with this two-in-one administrator's toolkit. Plan and deploy
your SharePoint 2010 implementation with the Administrator's
Companion. Then, get the ready answers you need for day-to-day
SharePoint administration with the Administrator's Pocket
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Consultant—ideal whether you’re at your desk or in the field. The two
books included in this kit are: Microsoft SharePoint 2010
Administrator’s Companion This indispensable, single-volume reference
details the features, components, and capabilities of SharePoint 2010.
Gain the real-world insights, practical workarounds, and key
troubleshooting tactics you need for on-the-job results. Plan serverfarm topology and information architecture Walk though installation
and upgrade procedures Configure and integrate Microsoft SQL Server®
2008 Build and manage web applications and site collections Design and
administer site-search services Get scenario-based guidance for
scaling out services Implement an Enterprise Content Management
solution Administer information-management policies Apply best
practices for security, data protection, and disaster recovery
Streamline administration with Windows PowerShell® Microsoft
SharePoint 2010 Administrator’s Pocket Consultant Portable and
precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers the focused information you
need for daily SharePoint 2010 administration. Zero in on core
commands and techniques using quick-reference tables, instructions,
and lists. Install or upgrade to SharePoint 2010 Configure core serverfarm operations Build and manage Web applications and site collections
Administer Enterprise Content Management Set up document and
information management policies Configure and scale your site search
services Test and implement security settings Use Windows PowerShell
cmdlets Conduct backups and recovery

What's My Name? Journey
Spiritualist mediums share their fascinating experiences with the
"other side" No where else will you find such a wealth of anecdotes
from noted professional mediums residing within a Spiritualist
community. These real-life psychics shed light on spirit entities,
spirit guides, relatives who are in spirit, and communication with all
of those on the spirit side of life. You will explore the different
categories of spirit guidance, and you will hear from the mediums
themselves about their first contacts with the spirit world, as well
as the various phenomena they have encountered. Noted mediums residing
within a Spiritualist community share their innermost experiences,
opinions, and advice regarding spirit communicationIncludes
instructions for table tipping, automatic writing, and meditating to
make contact with spiritsFor anyone interested in developing and
understanding spiritual gifts· Winner of the 2001 Coalition of
Visionary Resources (COVR) Award for Best Biographical/Personal Book

The Return Of The Soul
50 personal stories from authors around the USA who believe they have
received signs fromloved ones who have passed away. There is something
life-changingthat happens when you realize that you¿vereceived a sign
from someone who has passed. Yourworld opens to the possibility that
they are still withyou, even though it¿s just in spirit.The feeling
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that accompanies an angel bump.

Trust and Destiny
The Beginner's Guide to Sex in the Afterlife is the follow-up to David
Staume's quirky and popular Beginner's Guide for the Recently
Deceased. It assumes, as did his first book, that the reader is dead,
and takes the reader on a "tour" of the subject. With humor and
intelligence, this guidebook explores the origin, purpose, and
potential of sexual energy. It explains how sexual energy moves
through our solar system and through us. Readers will also learn how
to work with sexual energy for a richer and more fulfilled life,
balance their masculine and feminine energies, and improve the quality
of their love.

Teen Witch
U&I is the journey of two souls made for each other. It is light
hearted true love story with a purpose. It is journey of a damn
serious, studious and ambitious boy from a very small village in Uttar
Pradesh and happy go lucky girl from the city of Nawabs, Lucknow. It
all started when the village boy moved to Lucknow for studies at the
age of 14 and was infatuated by a sweet girl with dimples on her
cheeks. Infatuation @ 14 Love @ 16 Dating @ 17 Long distance
relationship @ 18 Accident & Ambition @ 22 One of the unfortunate
things that can happen is Choose between your love and ambition. If
you have to choose between love and ambition What would you choose????
It doesn't matter where you go in life, What you do or how much you
have What matters is who you have besides you It’s just about U&I
Welcome to U&I a story of two souls made for each other and let’s
celebrate the love and sacrifice that every lovebird goes through in
the journey called life. Follow, Like and Comment about the book:
https://www.facebook.com/UandIbook/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel

New Age
Would you like to understand the deeper spiritual meaning of physical
illness, parenting handicapped children, drug addiction, alcoholism,
the death of a loved one, accidents, deafness, and blindness? Your
Soul’s Plan (which was originally published under the title Courageous
Souls: Do We Plan Our Life Challenges Before Birth?) explores the
premise that we are all eternal souls who plan our lives, including
our greatest challenges, before we are born for the purpose of
spiritual growth. Through compelling profiles of people who knowingly
planned the experiences mentioned above, Your Soul’s Plan shows that
suffering is not purposeless, but rather imbued with deep meaning.
Working with four gifted mediums, author Robert Schwartz reveals the
significance of each person’s life plan and allows us a fascinating
look into the “other side.” Each personal story focuses on a specific
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life challenge, organized by type for easy reference. Accessible both
to those familiar with the metaphysical aspects of spirituality and to
the general reader, the moving narratives that comprise Your Soul’s
Plan help readers awaken to the reality that they are transcendent,
eternal souls. With this stirring book as a guide, feelings of anger,
resentment, guilt, and victimization are healed and transformed into
acceptance, forgiveness, gratitude, and peace. Robert Schwartz is also
the author of Your Soul’s Gift: The Healing Power of the Life You
Planned Before You Were Born, which explores the pre-birth planning of
spiritual awakening, miscarriage, abortion, caregiving, abusive
relationships, sexuality, incest, adoption, poverty, suicide, rape,
and mental illness. There’s also a chapter about the pre-birth
planning we do with our future pets. Robert Schwartz is a
hypnotherapist who offers general Spiritual Guidance Sessions, Past
Life Soul Regressions, and Between Lives Soul Regressions. Visit
Robert online at www.yoursoulsplan.com.

Adventures of Soul-Case Studies of Life Between Lives
A personalised storybook for girls called JOURNEY. The story is based
on the letters of the child's own name. All books are different from
one another. The girl wakes up but can't remember her name. Magic
Mouse knows how to solve the problem. They go on a wonderful adventure
in the Magic Bus! Translated and adapted by the author from the topselling Finnish language children's namebook series "Tytt/Poika, joka
unohti nimens". The beautiful hand-drawn pictures will delight both
the young and the young-at-heart! Looking for a namebook "What's my
name?" but couldn't find a book for the name you are looking for?
Please don't hesitate to contact me with your name request! -Tiina
Walsh Author fb.me/whatsmynamestorybooks for more details about the
storybooks

Wicked Souls
Receive knowledge and wisdom that will lighten your load and encourage
you to connect to your own inner wisdom. Following in the footsteps of
Dr. Michael Newton's bestselling books Journey of Souls and Destiny of
Souls, this book shares awe-inspiring stories of healing and wisdom
experienced by real people just like you. Within these pages, you'll
discover what it's like to make an astral journey to the realm of
spirit, where guides and higher beings of love and light await to
provide instruction and warm encouragement. No matter what kinds of
issues you're struggling with in your life, you will be able to relate
to the powerful wisdom that is shared in these case studies. Compiled
by members of the Newton Institute for Life Between Lives
Hypnotherapy, these fascinating case studies provide profound
spiritual insights and lessons that will help you work through and
release past traumas that may be influencing your current life. The
stories focus specifically on some of the most common challenges faced
by people in the modern world, including: Facing a Health Crisis
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Anxiety and Depression Healing from Loss Navigating Romantic
Relationships Moving from Self Sabotage to Strength Growing Through
Family Conflict Nurturing Relationships Balancing Career and Finances
Transforming from a Brush with Death Aging and Dying

Spirituality in Nursing
"Journey of Souls and Destiny of Souls are two of the most fascinating
books I have ever read."—Academy Award-Winning Actress and Author
Shirley MacLaine A pioneer in uncovering the secrets of life,
internationally recognized spiritual hypnotherapist Dr. Michael Newton
takes you once again into the heart of the spirit world. His
groundbreaking research was first published in the bestselling Journey
of Souls, the definitive study on the afterlife. Now, in Destiny of
Souls, the saga continues with 70 case histories of real people who
were regressed into their lives between lives. Dr. Newton answers the
requests of the thousands of readers of the first book who wanted more
details about various aspects of life on the other side. Destiny of
Souls is also designed for the enjoyment of first-time readers who
haven't read Journey of Souls. Explore the meaning behind your own
spiritual memories as you read the stories of people in deep hypnosis,
and learn fascinating details about: Our purpose on Earth Soul mates
and spirit guides Spiritual settings and where souls go after death
Soul travel between lives Ways spirits connect with and comfort the
living The soul-brain connection Why we choose certain bodies

How to Communicate with Spirits
There's no need to see a hypnotist to do a past life regression; do it
on your own, with guided meditations by spirituality expert and
bestselling author Gloria Chadwick. Learn how to relax the body to
reach a meditative state of mind, tune into the universal energy of
white light, feel colour vibrations so you'll 'rise through the
rainbow,' and locate a sacred space to renew your soul. In addition to
guidance on regression, Chadwick offers other ideas for exploring past
lives, from spontaneous recall to dreams.

Library Journal
Why are we here on this planet? What happens when we die? Is there
such a thing as karma? Is there an afterlife? Is there a secret to
healing the physical body? These are the mysteries James Schwartz set
out to answer in One Voice, Sacred Wisdom, a groundbreaking
exploration of spiritual questions we have all pondered. Using a
process called alchemical hypnosis, he has gathered information from
clients who were in direct communication with their guides and angels.
And from those sessions—about life, death, karma, parallel planes,
healing, and why we exist—come new insights that may challenge many of
the spiritual beliefs that we have come to accept. Highlights of One
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Voice, Sacred Wisdom include: Actual transcripts of clients
experiencing the phenomena of visiting different planes of existence
during their hypnosis sessions. A fascinating explanation—from the
guides—of how parallel planes can actually exist and how time operates
to accommodate them. A compilation of information from hundreds of
guides who have shared heir wisdom in hypnosis sessions. One Voice,
Sacred Wisdom is a must-read guide for anyone searching for answers,
whether you walk the path of traditional religion or are an
independent seeker of spiritual truths.

Your Soul's Plan
Sixty seven people recall their life between lives, through spititual
hypnotherapy.

Unraveled Souls
Discover Revolutionary Case Studies of Transcendent Experiences with
Spirit Guides, Departed Loved Ones, Elders, and the Higher Self Wisdom
of Souls is filled with awe-inspiring stories of healing and wisdom
experienced by people from all walks of life. Learn what it's like to
take an astral journey to the realm of spirit, where loving guides and
higher beings of light provide instruction and warm encouragement.
Following in the footsteps of Dr. Michael Newton's bestselling books
Journey of Souls and Destiny of Souls, this book provides profound
spiritual insights and lessons that will help you connect to your own
inner wisdom and gain a new perspective on your life challenges.
Within these pages, you will read amazing stories of people whose Life
Between Lives(R) experiences helped them manage family conflicts, cope
with health issues, improve their romantic relationships, advance
their careers, and resolve debilitating anxiety and depression.
Compiled by members of the Michael Newton Institute for Life Between
Lives Hypnotherapy, Wisdom of Souls provides breathtaking evidence of
the life that awaits in the realms of spirit.

Angel Bumps
Christine Paradine first became involved with the rescue and care of
animals when she joined the team at the Devon-based animal charity
Animals in Distress on a voluntary basis. She helped to set up their
rescue centre, and for more than 20 years she devoted a large part of
her life to caring for abandoned and neglected animals of all kinds.

El destino de las almas
We've all gotten bad news. A job lost, failing health, loss of a loved
one. How would you handle a devastating call you never wanted to
receive? Olympian and WNBA star Swin Cash knows what it feels like
because she's been there too. She's gotten "the call." Humble Journey:
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More Precious Than Gold traces her road from the fateful call in 2008,
when she failed to make the U.S. Olympic team a second time, to the
call in 2012. Join her on this eventful journey through her
professional and personal life and discover why the lessons she
learned are more precious than the medal she earned.

One Voice, Sacred Wisdom
This book will help you to remember who you truly are, and to be your
true, authentic self, in its entirety, to unlock the beautiful spirit
and essence of you. You have a soul mission: it's time to wake up to
it and fulfill your destiny and be everything you ever dreamed of
being, your soul and spirit self really are, unafraid to shine in a
world that all too often might seem might seek to undermine or limit
youYou are filled with infinite possibilities and great gifts. Many of
us are waking up from the illusion of fear, lower consciousness and
vibration that we have been trapped in. Though times may be dark, the
light can prevail and by holding on to our dreams and visions, we will
emerge with a higher consciousness. We will shed all the restrictions
of the past, and break the chains of the judgmental and fear-based
systems which have ruled and limited our lives in so many ways, to
take a jump and leap of faith and really be the full expression of our
unique and special souls. "I really love this book. As soon as I
started reading it, it felt like it was talking directly to my soul. I
believe Sally is a gifted soul on a mission to genuinely help &
empower people. It is a book I will treasure" "What a beautiful book;
one that touches you and works on so many levels." "It doesn't matter
where you are on your journey, in this book you will find something
new, something to remind you of who and where you are, why you are
following the path you have chosen and affirmation that you are not
alone, the Universe is always supporting you. I found the book easy to
read, to me the energy of the words just flow off the page, and hit
the spot. Read it from cover to cover, dip in and out, the choice is
yours and the book supports you in what ever way you wish to connect
with it. Bursting with information and and workable ways to experiment
and include in your spiritual practice. Sally has worked really hard
to make this work appeal to as wider audience as possible and I feel
she has pulled it off with a flourish. Well done Sally, when's the
next one?" "I really love this book. As soon as I started reading it,
it felt like it was talking directly to my soul and I felt curiously
emotional. I believe Sally is a gifted soul on a mission to genuinely
help & empower people. It is a book I will treasure & refer to when I
am in need of uplifting"

The Synchronicity Key
This Book Explores The Wonders Of The Spirit World. With The Help Of
67 Case Studies Of Afterlife, It Presents A Fascinating Account Of
Spiritual Setting Where Souls Go After Death, The Soul-Brain
Connection, Soul'S Travel Between Lives, Spirit Guides, And The Ways
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Spirits Connect With And Comfort The Living.

Who Were You?
Taurus Rendition
Memories of the Afterlife
Dr. Michael Newton, best-selling author of Journey of Souls and
Destiny of Souls, returns with a series of case studies that highlight
the profound impact of spiritual regression on people’s everyday
lives. Edited by Dr. Newton, these fascinating true accounts from
around the world are handpicked and presented by Life Between Lives
hypnotherapists certified by the Newton Institute. After recalling
memories of their afterlife, the people in these studies embarked on
life-changing spiritual journeys—reuniting with soul mates and spirit
guides, and discovering the ramifications of life and body choices,
love relationships, and dreams by communing with their immortal souls.
As gems of self-knowledge are revealed, dramatic epiphanies result,
enabling these ordinary people to understand adversity in their lives,
find emotional healing, realize their true purpose, and forever enrich
their lives with new meaning.

Destiny of Souls
Explains what being a witch is and isn't, covering the basic
principles of the religion, rituals, traditions, and history, and
offers advice on getting started as a witch and casting spells

Humble Journey
Address Book Size 6" x 9" Over 300 Sections To Record Contact Details.
Glossy And Soft Cover, Large Print, Font, 6" x 9" For Contacts,
Addresses, Phone Numbers, Emails, Birthday And More.

U & I
In 2155, being different could cost you your life. After surviving a
terrorist attack on her home in Antarctica, Ionia travels deep into
NAR Territory. She wants to get her new eye, figure out her feelings
about her bot-boyfriend Den, learn to cope with her hell-cat mom, and
maybe figure out her place in the world.But from the moment they
arrive, Den is targeted and marked as a fleshie, a droid designed to
appear human. And worse, her extended family has been keeping a deadly
secret about her past which could make her a target as well.When Ionia
and Den are separated, Ionia must risk everything to find and save
him. Can Ionia escape the NAR territory without losing her love, her
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freedom and maybe even her humanity?Fans of Cinder, Divergent, and
Configured will love this mysterious adventure tale of love, bravery,
and sacrifice.

Address Book.
The High Heeled Guide to Enlightenment is the must have book for
females who are looking to connect to something other than their
internet provider! Alice Grist jumps stilettos first into all things
spiritual and conjures up an entertaining, witty and honest account of
her search for Enlightenment.

The Beginner's Guide to Sex in the Afterlife
"Spirituality in Nursing is thought provoking and Barnum offers some
excellent material and food for thought."--Journal of Christian
Nursing "This is a very thought-provoking book that asks many
questions, often without answers. It could be used in an undergraduate
or graduate course on spirituality or death and dying, or as inservice material in hospitals and other healthcare agencies. A very
interesting chapter discusses near death experiences (NDE), a
phenomenon that has begun to be accepted and has garnered more
study."Score: 95, 4 stars --Doody's Can nurses be expected to deliver
spiritual care? Should nursing claim healing as part of its mission?
Should spiritual care be taught in nursing education? What do recent
brain studies teach us about spirituality? Exploring these questions
and many more, this new edition of Spirituality in Nursing provides a
wealth of insight into current challenges presented to both practicing
nurses and students. Newly updated, revised, and expanded, this third
edition examines spirituality in nursing from an interdisciplinary
perspective, drawing from theoretical, historical, religious,
psychological, and even physiological contexts. In her thoughtprovoking exploration of this sometimes controversial topic, Dr.
Barnum traces nursing's involvement with spirituality from its
historical ties with religion to the current interest in new age and
alternative health methods. The chapters offer engaging discussions of
important topics such as the distinction between spirituality and
religion, spirituality and research, humanism, and death and dying.
Taking a problem-solving approach, this book serves as an invaluable
guide to understanding the complex and expanding role of spirituality
in nursing.

Journey of Souls
When Amelia Caldwell tries to begin a new life, she discovers that her
birthmark means more than it seems. She has been marked by a vampire's
soul; not only does she hold his soul, she is also his soulmate.
Mitchell lange has been searching almost a century for his soulmate
and is determined not to let Amelia go. Since Amelia has no intention
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of belonging to anyone, they both become trapped on an emotional
rollercoaster. As Amelia searches for answers, she becomes caught in
the middle of a deadly game of revenge and is forced to realize that
you can't run from destiny.

Remembering Past Lives
Expands on the author's findings in alternative sciences to reveal the
interconnected nature of the universe, explaining hidden elements of
time, how they relate to 2012 prophecies, and his recommendations for
a spiritual life.

Wisdom of Souls
Spencer Bishop's past was nothing more than a falsified case of fake
memories. Every birthday, holiday, and special moment was changed in
order to protect her from evil. Aiden, the lover who was erased with
her other memories, came back into her life and caused her to question
reality and figure out who she was. After an act of bravery, Spencer
was granted her memories back. Aiden, her true love and the Angel's in
Heaven desired for her to see her true destiny and fight evil. Can
Spencer defeat the evil before it destroys her and Heaven?

Remember Who You Truly Are
No one is prepared for the loss of a child. No one. It feels
completely unnatural for children to predecease their parents.
Although it is not widely known, each year there are over 135,000
under 40-year-old deaths in the U.S. alone. And, according to one
study, 19% of parents outlive their children—often carrying the weight
of horrendous grief to their own graves. “Isolated and alone” is how
parents often describe the grief process. Well-meaning friends and
family members usually rush to their side… in the beginning. Once the
floral arrangements have wilted, and the dinners from caring friends
diminish, there isn’t really much that can be said to bring comfort to
a suffering parent, especially if those friends haven’t experienced it
themselves. Unfortunately, when these caring friends do bring up the
loss, quite often they say the wrong things. Loss, Survive, Thrive
offers a lifeline of hope. Each chapter is an inspirational story
written by a parent who also experienced the agony of losing a child,
reclaimed his/her vitality, and is now living a fulfilling life. Every
story is authentic and heartfelt, designed to uplift and inspire. The
collective authors reach out through the pages to virtually hold hands
with those who are suffering. We, the contributors, have all been
there. We know their pain, and we know about survival. And now,
through our stories, we offer comfort and support in helping them get
through the toughest time of their lives. Bereaved parents share an
unspeakable bond. And Loss, Survive, Thrive imparts insight from
what’s likely the only voices that grieving parents can hear—others
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who have walked in their shoes. This book is a giant step toward
healing the grieving heart.

Life Between Lives
In sharing her metaphysical journey in Energy, Spirit and
Homosexuality, author and psychic Nan Moore reveals how we can balance
our energies by drawing on the wisdom of the higher self or Spirit.
She shows how we can: develop psychic abilities, recall past life
memories, master the reincarnation process, negate karma and
accelerate our spiritual evolution. A major highlight of this book is
the controversial, groundbreaking-channeled readings that reveal why
people are bisexual, gay, lesbian or trans-gendered. AND, she
discloses why homosexuality is not a religious, psychiatric or
psychological issue and why homosexuals choose such difficult
incarnations. Similar books to explore are Spirit Communication by
author and psychic, Kevin Ryerson and Destiny of Souls-New Case
Studies of Life between Lives by author and counseling psychologist,
Michael Newton, Ph.D.

The High Heeled Guide to Enlightenment
Noelle Radliffe can communicate with ghosts. They haunt her nights and
show her dreams of things that haven't yet occurred. When she has a
vision of a dead lion and sees the name of a man, she searches the
city to find him and warn him only to become sidetracked by an
addiction she can't fight. Enter Nicholas Pemberton. Although charming
and charismatic, he hides a secret, one that is deadly as well as
mysterious. He's a shape shifter and the urge to change into a lion is
a battle he constantly wages with himself, second to the obsession he
feels for his recent acquaintance, Noelle. As the two fight their
mutual attraction to each other, Nicholas attempts to elude the local
authorities who are intent on linking recent murders to his name.
Noelle continues to seek peace from her visions and to understand her
purpose. But the connection between them is too strong to ignore. As
passion ignites, so does the danger. Lives are threatened and
destinies collide, but will love be enough to save their souls?
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